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WINDOW DRESSING: NUDIST ASSOCIATION 
GETS A MAKEOVER
BY PETER COVINO
A&E EDITOR

The American Association for Nude Recreation national headquarters 
is still kind of half-dressed. The national headquarters, which has been 
located in Kissimmee since 1983, had a grand-reopening of sorts 
recently, in celebration of its new, enlarged and remodeled offices.

It will be new era for the association, which caters to people and 
families interested in the nudist lifestyle, and for both visitors and 
employees and visiting dignitaries, the new enlarged building will have 
a lot to offer, including an office for each one of the 12 association 
employees, said Dan Whicker, the association’s executive director.

But the 
building isn’t 
quite ready 
to show off 
its new face 
and other 
parts quite 
yet.

Whicker 
said the 
association, 
at 1703 
North Main 
Street, knew 

it would not be quite ready for recent official grand opening, but an 
already scheduled meeting of board members from across the country 
had already been scheduled for the week, and they wanted the board 
to see all the new changes.
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Most of the work has already been done, Whicker said. The biggest completion 
projects include the plumbing and then some cosmetic work. But just about any day 
now, all of the furniture will be in place and the place will look just like home.

Of course, the association headquarters is strictly a business operation. While many 
of the employees do belong to nearby Cypress Cove Nudist Resort & Spa, just out of 
Kissimmee, the association handles the day-to-day responsibilities for those into the 
nude recreation lifestyle.

The association, which has been around for 86 years, is the leading authority in 
North America when it comes to protecting the freedoms and rights of those who 
participate in family-style nude creation. The association supports more than 200 
chartered clubs, resorts, and campgrounds and serves more than 52 million individuals 
who enjoy clothing-optional recreation in the United States, Canada, Mexico and the 
Caribbean.

For those interested in learning more about nude recreation, stop by the new offices, 
but you might want to phone ahead to make sure all of the moving is done. You 
can also check out the website at www.aanr.com or call 800-TRY-NUDE for more 
information as well a the various AANR memberships that are available.
Click here to read the full article!
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People who have survived melanoma were more likely to protect themselves from sun 
exposure than those who hadn’t experienced the disease, but a significant portion 
of them still reported getting a sunburn in the past year, among other behaviors that 
might increase the risk of a new cancer.

The study, which appears 
Thursday in Cancer 
Epidemiology, Biomarkers 
and Prevention, included 
724 cancer survivors who 
had been diagnosed with 
melanoma, a potentially 
deadly form of skin 
cancer, between July 
2004 and December 2007.

Researchers also surveyed 
660 people who hadn’t 
had melanoma but who 
were similar in age and 
gender to the cancer 

survivors. The study, conducted in 2015, relied 
on self-reports, which means some people may 
have overestimated their positive behaviors, 
and it captures only one point in time. So it’s not 
possible to say whether a given cancer survivor 
changed his or her sun exposure behavior after 
diagnosis.

You can look at the results two ways: On the 
positive side, the survivors were on average 
doing better at protecting themselves from sun 
exposure than people who hadn’t had skin 
cancer. For example, 34 percent of survivors 
reported spending more than an hour outside on 
summer weekdays, compared with 44 percent of 
those in the control group.

SOME MELANOMA SURVIVORS ARE STILL GETTING 
TOO MUCH SUN EXPOSURE
KATHERINE HOBSON

http://www.aanr.com
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Among survivors, almost 20 percent reported at least one sunburn within the past 12 
months, compared to nearly 37 percent of people without a history of the disease. 
And 62 percent of survivors said they often or always wear sunscreen outside in the 
summer, compared to 39 percent of the control group. On the other hand, one might 
wonder why more melanoma survivors weren’t taking protective measures.

Study co-author Rachel Vogel, a cancer epidemiologist at the University of Minnesota, 
says she puts the findings in the “glass half full” category. “These survivors are almost 
10 years out, and the fact that they’re doing better [than the control group] at all is 
surprising,” she says.

On the flip side, though, she says there is definitely room for improvement, which is 
where she plans to focus future research efforts. (More on that in a minute.)

The results point to a truism of health: changing behavior is really, really hard. There’s 
an assumption that a cancer diagnosis provides a teachable moment when people 
are more willing to make positive changes, but whether it represents a true window 
of opportunity isn’t well studied, says Colleen McBride, a behavioral epidemiologist 
who chairs the department of behavioral sciences and health education at Emory 
University’s Rollins School of Public Health and wasn’t involved with the study.

Most of us think that people make life-changing positive changes after a cancer 
diagnosis, but that doesn’t always happen; a 2014 study found almost 15 percent of 
lung cancer survivors were current smokers. The best timing for when an intervention 
should be offered isn’t known, McBride says. “Does it actually make a difference, 
compared to giving the intervention at any other time?” she says. “There’s not a lot of 
research to pin that down.”

McBride and her colleagues have proposed 
a way to think about whether a given event, 
like a bad diagnosis or, on the brighter side, 
a pregnancy, represents a true window of 
opportunity for making changes. The event has 
to make a person feel at risk, has to provoke 
emotions and has to challenge self-concept. 
So a cancer diagnosis might make you feel 
at risk of serious health problems or death, 
which could provoke worry and anxiety, and 
can make you feel like a patient — who is, by 
cultural standards, supposed to work hard to try 
to get better, she says.

http://www.aanr.com/
http://clubfantastico.net
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That may help explain why some melanoma survivors in the study weren’t studiously 
avoiding the sun. Vogel says that in focus groups preceding the study, melanoma 
survivors seemed to fall into two groups: those who said they wore long sleeves every 
day and only golfed starting at 7 a.m., and those who said they did pretty much 
whatever they wanted to do. She says that latter group didn’t seem to think that 
their diagnosis had been a serious one — they may never have felt truly at risk.

“There may be an education piece we’re missing,” says Vogel. “People go to the 
dermatologist and have the melanoma removed, and that’s the end of the story for 
them. They don’t realize that they dodged a really big bullet and got very lucky.” 
(Early stage, localized melanoma has a five-year survival rate of more than 98 
percent, but if the disease has spread beyond the nearby lymph nodes and to other 
parts of the body, the rate drops to 17 percent.)

A diagnosis may motivate the patient herself or a relative or loved one to try to 
change their behavior. “But once they’re in the door, they face all the challenges of 
anyone who is trying to change their behavior,” McBride says. “It’s difficult to let go 
of old habits.” That’s particularly true when those habits like smoking or overeating 
give people comfort during the stressful period right after a diagnosis.

Vogel is planning to study and develop better interventions for people who have 
had skin cancer. One option, for example, would be to use a wearable device to 
measure UV exposure and then ping people on their watch or phone to remind 
them they’ve been outside for too long.
Click here to read the full article!
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People all over the world enjoy nonsexual nude 
recreation. Some people call it nudism. Some call it 
naturism. Some call it skinny-dipping. Whatever 
name you use, it has been enjoyed for centuries by 
cultures almost everywhere.
 
Anyone who has ever tossed aside their swimsuit 
knows that unmistakable feeling of exhilaration, 
freedom and comfort that only skinny-dipping 
in the nude brings. If you would like to enjoy that 
wonderfully satisfying and natural feeling again, you 
don’t have to do it alone.
 
Today, you can skinny-dip in hundreds of cities, 

states, territories and countries if you know where to look.
 
Here is our list of 10 websites to help you skinny-dip around the world.

U.S.A.
 
The American Association for Nude Recreation (AANR)
 
The American Association for Nude Recreation exists “To advocate nudity and nude 
recreation in appropriate settings while educating and informing society of their value and 
enjoyment.”
 
For more than 80 years, AANR has promoted the benefits 
of “wholesome nude family recreation” while working to 
protect the rights of families to enjoy a skinny dip and other 
nude recreation pastimes.
 
The American Association for Nude Recreation is the largest 
and oldest organization of its kind in North America with 
200,000 individuals in the United States, Canada, and Mexico 
and over 200 nudist resorts and affiliates, and origins dating 
to 1931.

AANR welcomes all people regardless of age, gender, 
marital status, religious beliefs, ethnic origin or sexual 
orientation.
 
To find an AANR club, resort, or beach where you can skinny-
dip in the USA, visit http://www.aanr.com/places-to-go

WWW.AANR.COM
10 WEBSITES TO HELP YOU SKINNY-DIP AROUND 
THE WORLD
BY STEVEN SKELLEY AND THOMAS ROUTZONG
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CANADA
 
The Federation of Canadian Naturists (FCN)
 
The Federation of Canadian Naturists is Canada’s 
national nudist organization. FCN works to “foster belief 
in the essential wholesomeness of the human body and 
the health of mind and spirit.”
 
Whether you want to skinny-dip in British Columbia, 
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Ontario, Quebec, 
New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, or Newfoundland, 
Federation of Canadian Naturists has a place for you.
 
To find an FCN club, resort, or beach where you can 
skinny-dip in Canada, visit
https://fcn.ca/naturism-clubs-businesses/member-clubs-
canada
 
AUSTRALIA
 
The Australian Naturist Federation (ANF)
 
Australia has many nudist and clothing optional resorts, 
recreation and camping grounds, and Bed & Breakfasts 
and free legal nude beaches.

 
According to ANF, it is possible to travel from Adelaide to Cairns and always be within 
reach of overnight nudist accommodations or opportunities.
 
To find an Australian Naturist Federation club, resort, or beach where you can skinny-dip in 
Australia, visit http://www.ausnatural.org.au/cms/

UNITED KINGDOM
 
British Naturism (BN)
 
British Naturism is the United Kingdom’s internationally recognized organization for naturists 
in the UK.
 
British Naturism has 10,000 members and more than 100 Naturist clubs, swims and other 
venues in the UK.
 
BN even hosts regularly scheduled swims at local pools, naturist hikes, waterpark visits and 
even an annual nude zoo visit!
 
To find a British Naturism club, resort, or beach where you can skinny-dip in the UK, visit 
http://www.bn.org.uk/community/

http://www.aanr.com/
http://www.bn.org.uk/community/
http://travelites.info


BRAZIL
 
Brazilian Federation of Naturism (FBRN)
 
The Brazilian Naturist Federation was 
founded on January 15, 1988 to coordinate, 
defend, promote and develop culture and 
the practice of Naturism in Brazil.
 
Brazilian Federation of Naturism beaches 
and clubs can be found in Amazonas, 
Bahia, Federal District, Holy Spirit, For, 
Paraíba, Rio de Janeiro, Rio Grande do Sul, 
Santa Catarina, and Sao Paulo.
 
To find a Brazilian Federation of Naturism 
club, resort, or beach where you can 
skinny-dip in Brazil, visit http://www.fbrn.
com.br/?page=federadas
 
THAILAND
 
Naturist Association Thailand (NAT)
 
Naturist Association Thailand promotes a lifestyle for health and wellness minded people 
who enjoy clothing-optional, naturist or nudist recreation.
 
NAT believes in the positive effect of naturism on stress and tensions and its boosting effect 
on self respect and positive body image.
 
Naturist Association Thailand organizes naturist health and wellness holidays and fitness 
weekends for members of all ages with or without children.
 
To find a Naturist Association Thailand club, resort, or beach where you can skinny-dip in 
Thailand, visit http://thailandnaturist.com/naturist-resort/map-of-resorts/
 
NORWAY, DENMARK AND SWEDEN
 
Scandinavian Naturist Portal
 
The Scandinavian Naturist Portal offers all you need to know about naturism in Scandinavia.
 
The Norwegian naturist organization consists of a national federation, nine naturist 
associations and three naturist cooperatives that each run a naturist center.
 
The Swedish naturist organization consists of one national naturist federation and 20 naturist 
associations.
 
To find a Scandinavian Naturist Portal club, resort, or beach where you can skinny-dip in 
Norway, Denmark or Sweden, visit http://www.scandinavianaturist.org/naturist_map
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NEW ZEALAND
 
New Zealand Naturist Federation
 
The New Zealand Naturist Federation promotes and demonstrates nude recreation as a 
healthy lifestyle with many wide-ranging benefits.
 
Their website provides links and information on the many naturist locations available in New 
Zealand. Including clubs, B&Bs, naturist parks, homestays and beaches where you can 
experience New Zealand naturally.
 
To find a New Zealand Naturist Federation club, resort, or beach where you can skinny-dip in 
New Zealand, visit http://gonatural.co.nz/locations-events/
 
WORLDWIDE
 
The International Naturist Federation (INF-FNI) is an organization of member federations, 
correspondents and members in over forty countries.
 
INF-FNI  has over 40 federations and correspondents around the world. Within these 
federations, there are around 1000 clubs, clothing optional resorts, nude beaches and 
holiday centers.
 
To find an International Naturist Federation club, resort, or beach where you can skinny-dip 
across the planet, visit http://inf-fni.org/
 
GAY 
 
Gay Naturists International (GNI)
 
For more than 30 years, Gay Naturists International has served as a resource to male naturists 
by hosting and sponsoring men’s naturist events and providing information and resources to 
individuals and local clubs.
 
GNI is a voice for gay naturists to educate society about naturism and to advance the 
interests of naturists worldwide.
 
Gay Naturists International hosts a number of gay nude events every year, has member 
clubs across the globe and lists gay nude travel opportunities and locations.
 
To find a Gay Naturists International club, resort, or beach where you can skinny-dip, visit 
http://gaynaturists.org/clubs/
 
CONCLUSION
 
You can skinny-dip in hundreds of cities, states, territories and countries if you know where to 
look. We hope our “10 websites to help you skinny-dip around the world” gives you the tools 
you need to begin your search. You can find more detailed nudist / naturist / skinny-dipping 
information at our website www.NudeVacationInfo.com
Click here to read the full article!
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For more information, contact Becki Kilborn at Beckster73@me.com or olivedelleventspress@gmail.com

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

February 19, 2017

New Route, New Name for Olive Dell Ranch’s
8th Annual 5K Nude Run

‘Bare Burro 5K Trail Run’ set to take off April 23!

COLTON, Calif. – Olive Dell Ranch has announced a new course for its annual nude 
running race, the Bare Burro 5K. The new route will go through the trails and hills in the 
rustic Ranch, and the race has been re-named the Bare Burro 5K Trail Run. The 2017 
edition of the race will take place April 23.

“We’re adding the word ‘trail’ to the event to really emphasize that this is a 5K like no 
other,” Olive Dell Ranch owner Becki Kilborn said. “We like to change up the course 
every few years to keep it fresh, and this year we’re changing the name to reflect 
that, too.”
 
The Bare Burro Run started in 2010 and is now established as the premier nude running 
event in Southern California. The wild burros usually visible from the course inspired the 
punning name of the race, because competitors run the race bare... burro. Almost 
200 runners completed the course in 2016, despite an overcast and cool weather. 
The Bare Burro has been featured in the calendar section of Los Angeles alternative 
newspaper LA Weekly, and last year’s Bare Burro was featured in OC Weekly and was 
the subject of a two-page article in the British naturist magazine H&E. 

Running shoes are strongly recommended for runners but nudity is not an “option” at 
the Bare Burro, for runners or onlookers: It’s a requirement. “We’re a nudist resort, and 
we expect people to get with the program here. We’ve found that many dedicated 
runners are fine with that: ‘You want us to run with no clothes on? Okay.’ Then we 
don’t see them again until the next year,” Kilborn chuckled. “When it’s cool in the 
early morning, everybody — even our veteran nudists — are dressed, but by race 
time it’s usually warm enough. After a few minutes, everybody acclimates to being 
nude. You may forget to put your clothes back on until you’re on the freeway going 
home.”

Runners can register through the Olive Dell website at http://OliveDellRanch.com. 
Registration for runners is $35 in advance, $40 after April 1, and $45 the day of the 
race, if space is available. Participation is limited to 300 runners, who will all receive 
an informational packet and souvenir reusable insulated bag. Registered runners 
may bring friends to cheer them on; they will be required to pay the Olive Dell daily 
entrance fee. Runners and their friends are welcome to remain on the grounds for the 
awards ceremony and use Olive Dell’s pool, hot tub and other facilities for the rest of 
the day.

http://www.aanr.com
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At Olive Dell, unauthorized photography is strictly prohibited at all times. A special 
area near the pool will be dedicated to taking selfies and attendees are encouraged 
to post on social media using the hashtag #BareBurro2017. The race maintains a 
Twitter presence at @ODBareBurro. Information about the race, including suggestions 
on what first-time visitors should bring along, can be found on the Olive Dell website at 
bit.ly/odbburro.

“The race gets bigger every year, and with new runners and their supportive friends, 
it gets better every year, too,” Kilborn said. “We look forward to seeing all of you here 
when we kick off spring with the Bare Burro 5K Trail Run.” 

Olive Dell Ranch is located at 26520 Keissel Road in Colton, California. Gates open at 
8 am the day of the race and the Bare Burro 5K race starts promptly at 10:30 am. 

-----------------------------------------

About Olive Dell: Since its opening in 1952, Olive Dell Ranch has offered family-
friendly nude recreation to three generations of Southern Californians and visitors from 
around the world. Owned by second-generation nudists Bobby and Becki Kilborn, 
Olive Dell has hosted nude Olympics-style track competitions and conventions of 
nudist organizations, as well as its own Rockin The Ranch music festival to celebrate 
the beginning of summer and Labor Day end-of-summer Luau Weekend. Olive Dell is 
home to a group of permanent residents who live on-property as well as home club 
to naturists from around Southern California. Olive Dell is affiliated with AANR, the 
American Association for Nude Recreation. First-timers are always welcome, subject 
to capacity, and members of affiliated nudist organizations can take advantage 
of discounted gate fees. For more information, visit the Olive Dell Ranch website at 
http://OliveDellRanch.com. 

Keywords: Bare Burro, Bare Burro 5K, Bare Burro 5K Trail Run, running, race, running 
event, Olive Dell Ranch, nude, nudist, naturist.

For more information, contact Becki Kilborn at 
Beckster73@me.com or olivedelleventspress@gmail.
com

Olive Dell Ranch welcomes coverage of the 5K Bare 
Burro Run by accredited media. There is ample parking 
for TV remote trucks just outside the main entrance 
gate, or on the grounds. Please contact Becki Kilborn 
at Beckster73@me.com or olivedelleventspress@gmail.
com for accreditation.
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AANR AND AANR-REGIONAL 
CONVENTIONS, MEETINGS, AND EVENTS 

APRIL 2017

April 1-2, 2017

AANR-Northwest Spring Board Meeting 

Mountaindale Sun Resort 

North Plains, OR

JUNE 2017

June 2-4, 2017

AANR-West Summer Festival 

Glen Eden

Corona, CA

June 19-22, 2017

AANR-East Annual Summer Meeting  

White Tail Resort

Ivor, VA

mailto:msigman%40aanr.com?subject=


June 22-25, 2017

AANR-Southwest Convention

Star Ranch

Mcdade, TX

JULY 2017

July 16-23, 2017

AANR-Midwest Summer Convention

Fern Hills Club

Bloomington, IN

July 21-23, 2017

AANR-Northwest Convention

The Willamettans 

Marcola, OR

July 27-30, 2017

AANR-West Convention

DeAnza Springs Resort 

Jacumba, CA



AUGUST 2017

August 7-13, 2017

AANR Convention

Oaklake Trails

Depew, OK

OCTOBER 2017

October 6-8, 2017

AANR-West Fall Festival 

Shangri La Ranch

New River, AZ

NOVEMBER 2017

November 4, 2017

AANR-West Fall Board Meeting 

Shangri La Ranch

New River, AZ



Cypress Cove 
Nudist Resort & Spa

Kissimmee, FL
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